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The Story of Pellets
• Used for most thermoplastics
• Transported by train, truck or ship
• First environmental discoveries in 1970s – New 
Zealand
• Travel great distances
• Adsorb environmental pollutants
http://www.pelletwatch.org/maps/map-1.html
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Examples:
• Nipigon Bay, Ontario train derailment in 2008 
• Grand River, Ontario, rail car spill acknowledged 
in 2017
• Pocono Creek, Pennsylvania semi-truck crash in 
2018
• South Africa - 2 billion pellets from a shipping 
container in Durban Harbor
A History of Pellets in the Great Lakes
Zbyszewski and Corcoran, 2011, Water, Air, Soil Pollution; Zbyszewski et al., 2014, J Great Lakes Research
 4/7 beaches: 3,209 plastic 
fragments; 0-34 pieces/m2
 2,984 pellets (93%), 108 
fragments (3%), 117 
styrofoam (4%)
 Sarnia Beach, 94% pellets
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A History of Pellets in the Great Lakes
Corcoran et al., 2015, Environmental Pollution
 883-2118 in a 25x4 m quadrat
 9-21 pellets/m2
 Abundances vary with weather 
events
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A Plan Takes Shape
Sampling Strategy
 5 lakes
 66 beaches
 14 samplers
 2 weeks
Sampling Strategy
10 m x 1m quadrats (includes strandlines)
Data Acquisition
Data Recording
Pellet Analysis
• White or transparent
• FTIR to be used for coloured pellets
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Conclusions
• Total Number of Pellets: 12,974 in 650 m2 = 20 pellets/m2
• Sarnia-Baxter = 737 pellets/m2
• General distribution related to river mouth proximity
• Superior – rail car spill; Ontario – production facilities; Huron 
– production facilities; Michigan, Erie – TBD 
• 93% of pellets analyzed were PE, 6% PP, 0.5% PS and 
combined PE-PP
Next Steps
1.Statistical analysis – number and characteristics vs. shoreline, 
grain size, surface currents, weather data, production and use 
facilities, spill data
2.Determining common types across lakes
3.Determining sources
